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INTRODUCTION
SELECTED GA 

TRANSACTIONS 
Investment activity within the Revenue Cycle

Management (RCM) and Healthcare IT (HCIT) markets

totaled 103 transactions representing $8.1 billion in deal

value in the first half of 2021. For context, 1H 2020 only

showed $7.1 billion in deal value, followed by a sharp

increase in 2H 2020 to $11.9 billion in part due to

optimism over the development of vaccines.

Greenberg Advisors had a very busy 1H 2021 on behalf

of its clients, having advised on the acquisitions of

Hansei Solutions and ARMC Financial Services, which

operate in the behavioral health and acute care

markets, respectively, for clients in the US and Dubai.

Hansei provides end-to-end billing and RCM services

and ARMC offers specialized denials management

services.

We anticipate another significant rise in activity in the

second half of 2021, as a likely increase in the capital

gains tax rate has motivated many sellers, in addition to

the continued availability of inexpensive capital, and

“ownership fatigue,” which we explore on page 5.

All statistics and market data in this document are from GA’s

proprietary M&A database. May contain estimates.

Sell-Side Advisor

was acquired by

a large RCM firm

Buy-Side Advisor

acquired

a portfolio company of

Buy-Side Advisor

made a controlling
investment in

https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/two-tech-enabled-rcm-firms-acquired-by-gulf-capital-for-60-million/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/denials-management-firm-armc-financial-services-acquired-by-revco-solutions/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/rcm-firm-medical-reimbursement-inc-acquired-by-a-large-strategic/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/denials-management-firm-armc-financial-services-acquired-by-revco-solutions/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/two-tech-enabled-rcm-firms-acquired-by-gulf-capital-for-60-million/
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

1 Zooming Into the M&A Future

You’ve undoubtedly noticed the proliferation of virtual meetings since the

pandemic began. How has the M&A market adopted this technology? Seamlessly.

Other than producing many jokes about being on mute (which surprisingly, can

still be amusing!), the benefit of virtual platforms for deal-related meetings,

discussions, and diligence was immediately evident and it remains so today.

While in our opinion, a virtual meeting will never truly replace an in-person

meeting, it has become somewhat normalized over the last year and a half. It

allows for multiple touchpoints between buyers, sellers, and advisors to build

rapport.

A less obvious benefit is that it significantly cuts down on the cost and logistical

challenges that come with coordinating multiple in-person diligence meetings

that often occur in completing transactions. In doing so, deal momentum is

readily preserved and deal timeframes can be reduced.

Deal Volume

Deal Value
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

1H 2021 activity continued an interesting yet expected shift; strategic buyers

significantly out-acquired financial buyers (private equity and venture capital)

making platform investments. From 2019 – 1H 2020, private equity firms were

frantically investing in platform companies to the point that those investments

constituted 52% of transactions in 1H 2020. That number dropped to 36% and

34% in 2H 2020 and 1H 2021, respectively. The reason for this isn’t a lack of

interest from PE firms seeking to enter the market, as our discussions indicate

that there is plenty of appetite. Instead, the increased strategic activity is largely

being driven by companies that received investments from private equity firms in

prior years (a.k.a. “PE-backed strategic buyers”). From 2018 to 1H 2020, PE-backed

strategics were buyers in 27% of transactions. That number rose to 39% in 2H

2020 and 50% in 1H 2021. This is a trend we expected, given that most private

equity firms seek add-on acquisitions to bolster their platform investments.

TRANSACTION VOLUME BY BUYER TYPE

2 Private Equity Leans In
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3 Got Growth?

Deals in which the seller was growing comprised the lowest percentage of

transactions since GA began tracking that statistic in 2014. This is unsurprising

given how many companies struggled to just stay afloat during the initial stages

of the pandemic. However, there were some pockets of healthcare that remained

somewhat insulated from the effects of the pandemic including, for instance,

those that serve the oncology market as well as firms that focus on certain

geographies that were not as severely impacted by the pandemic. Those that

were able to generate growth during 2020 and 1H 2021 often commanded a

premium valuation as a result, but that’s not to say that sellers have been

punished for the pandemic’s short-term impact on their business. Most buyers

recognize and “forgive” firms that failed to grow due to the pandemic, especially

if the seller has shown in 2021 (or can show post-transaction) the ability to grow

consistently.

Developing Trend: Why do founders sell today? A

phenomenon we call “ownership fatigue” is a common

reason for recent founder-owned sales. Many owners

are relieved to have navigated their companies through

the pandemic and in years past through the ups and

downs of economic cycles, and simply don’t want to

manage their business through tumultuous times

again. They want to worry less and enjoy more. As a

result, many have come to the conclusion that with the

availability of cheap capital in the market, attractive

valuations, and abundant investor interest, this is the

right time to liquidate some or all of the value they’ve

created in their business.

https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/
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4 The Consolidators

LIFETIME ACQUISITION COUNT FOR 1H 2021 STRATEGIC BUYERS

While investment theses come in many colors, there are some substantial groups

that have made 10+ acquisitions to build scale, expand addressable end-markets,

and create a broader set of offerings. This is not a new strategy but it is certainly

not one that has worked for all who have attempted it. We have, however, seen

how some consolidators differentiate themselves in the way they select

companies to acquire, structure deals, and integrate and / or operate acquired

companies. We expect to see some of these consolidators come to market (i.e.

exit) within the next 12 months. Will 1+1 equal more than 2 for these groups?

Stay tuned.

54 Unique 1H 2021 strategic buyers 

16 Buyers have completed 1 acquisition

25 Buyers have completed 2-5 acquisitions

5 Buyers have completed 6-9 acquisitions

8 Buyers have completed 10 or more 
acquisitions

https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/
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5 The Red-Hot  Ambulatory Surgery Center Market

There has been an influx of RCM and

HCIT M&A activity within the ASC

sector, with 14 acquisitions closing in 1H

2021 equaling $240 million in deal

value. Several platform investments

occurred in the period in addition to

several notable investments in 2020.

This mirrors a trend we’ve been

witnessing for years as consumerism

and favorable cost dynamics have

shifted greater volumes to the ASC

setting and away from hospitals.

As previously discussed, platform

investments are typically a pre-cursor

for further add-on investments. One

example of this was Bain’s investment in

HST, which then went on to complete

multiple add-on investments. We expect

the ASC market to be one of the hottest

corners of the M&A market over the

next few years as private equity looks to

capitalize on this growth area.

1H 2021 TOTAL ASC 

RCM & HCIT DEAL VALUE
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RESOURCES FOR OWNERS

LOOKING AHEAD

We expect an abundance of M&A activity in the second half of the year.

It’s difficult to remember a time when there were so many active sellers in the

market, but despite that, it remains a "seller’s market.” Valuations have not fallen,

and are actually very strong.

For our friends throughout the RCM and HCIT markets, there are plenty of

reasons to be optimistic. A democratic White House points toward increased

federal spending on healthcare, which typically results in positive tailwinds for

RCM and HCIT. As well, investor interest in RCM and HCIT has reached new

heights, with several multi-billion-dollar transactions announced, including Nordic

Capital and Insight Partners taking Inovalon private, the Optum / Change merger,

and Microsoft’s acquisition of Nuance Communications, the total valuation of

which exceeds the GDP of many countries. These large bets signal confidence in

these markets, expanded opportunities for companies of all sizes, and a positive

outlook for their future.

GA DEAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Two Tech-Enabled RCM Firms Acquired 
for $60 Million

GA DEAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Denials Management Firm, ARMC 
Financial Services, Acquired by Revco Solutions

GA PUBLICATION: The Real Deal with Kristeen Coronado of Enhanced 
Revenue Solutions

https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/The-Real-Deal-featuring-ERS.pdf
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/denials-management-firm-armc-financial-services-acquired-by-revco-solutions/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/The-Real-Deal-featuring-ERS.pdf
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/denials-management-firm-armc-financial-services-acquired-by-revco-solutions/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/two-tech-enabled-rcm-firms-acquired-by-gulf-capital-for-60-million/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/two-tech-enabled-rcm-firms-acquired-by-gulf-capital-for-60-million/
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ABOUT GREENBERG ADVISORS

Greenberg Advisors, LLC (GA) is one of the most active M&A

advisors specializing in Revenue Cycle Management (RCM)

and Healthcare IT (HCIT) sectors.

GA’s perspective provides clients with unique value that

comes from a comprehensive understanding of the

healthcare ecosystem, having worked with a wide variety of

businesses across the RCM and HCIT sectors. GA's

unmatched depth and its proprietary data assets prove

invaluable to clients seeking to determine the optimal path

forward.

The firm’s RCM and HCIT expertise spans nearly all care

delivery methods and specialties across the following IT and

service offerings, as well as many others.

Contact Us:
(301) 576-4000

Brian Greenberg
CEO
Email

Zach Eisenberg
Vice President
Email

Casey Krasko
Associate
Email

Dan Miller
Analyst
Email

Carson Knight
Analyst
Email

Ross Koplitz
Analyst
Email

Connect on 
LinkedIn:

▪ Eligibility

▪ Patient Engagement

▪ Patient Finance

▪ Patient Scheduling 

▪ Prior Authorization

▪ Telehealth 

▪ AI / ML

▪ API’s / Interoperability 

▪ Care Coordination

▪ EHR / EMR

▪ Population Health

▪ Practice Management

▪ Billing / Coding

▪ Denials Management

▪ Payment Integrity 

▪ Payor Reimbursement

▪ Revenue Integrity 

▪ Self-Pay Receivables

▪ Analytics

▪ CDI

▪ Contract Management

▪ Consulting

▪ Credentialing

▪ Utilization Review

https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/
mailto:bgreenberg@greenber.mdsdevstaging.com
mailto:zeisenberg@greenber.mdsdevstaging.com
mailto:ckrasko@greenber.mdsdevstaging.com
mailto:dmiller@greenber.mdsdevstaging.com
mailto:cdknight@greenber.mdsdevstaging.com
mailto:rkoplitz@greenber.mdsdevstaging.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/greenberg-advisors-llc/
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GA’S RECENT RCM & HCIT TRANSACTIONS

acquired

a portfolio company of

was acquired by

a portfolio company of

was acquired by

a portfolio company of

was acquired byALN Medical Management

Nexus Healthcare Solutions

acquiredmade a controlling 
investment in

a portfolio company of

acquired

made a controlling 
investment in

a large RCM firm

was acquired by

https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/
https://www.greenber.mdsdevstaging.com/hfri-extends-revenue-cycle-capabilities-with-the-acquisition-of-para-healthcare-financial-services-press-release/

